IPECIFIOATIONS.
the   full  length   of  the   tube to
___   the series  of  scrapers  shall be                        ,j
one   electric   motor   or   independent                         {
ome which shall be furnished by the Con-                         ;
.    '                                          '      ll
ihe Contractor shall give the length, outside and inside diameters, of the tubes and the number which he proposes to furnish. He will also give the method of casting the pipes, making of joints, . and general specifications describing the machine. No tubes will be used which are not cast on end and made of thoroughly first-class quality of fine grey cast iron.
He will state the number of valves and kind which he proposes to furnish with his Economizer. Nothing but bronze seated gate valves shall be used in the steam or water pipes leading to and from the Economizer.
The Purchaser will furnish all pipe work leading to the outlet and inlet of the Economizer, but the Contractor will furnish all other valves and additional piping required.
The Contractor will state what fuel economy he                      ^i
will guarantee to save over an ordinary boiler setting which has no Economizer, provided the temperature of the gases delivered to the Economizer are as follows:
First.    With gases at 450 degrees Fahr.
Second.    With gases at 550 degrees Fahr.
Third. What temperature the Economizer will deliver water to the boiler when receiving water at 110 degrees Fahr. with the gases entering the Economizer at 450 degrees Fahr.
Fourth. With gases entering the Economizer at 550 degrees Fahr.
All tubes furnished shall be tested to an hydraulic pressure of 350 pounds per square inch before being shipped from the Company's works, and after the Economizer has been put in operation it will be tested by the Purchaser's Engineer to ascertain whether or not it complies with these specifications.                                                                              -J^Jr
All material that proves defective within thirty days from the date of the successful starting of the machine, shall be replaced by the Contractor without expense to the Purchaser.

